Magnetic flux conservation in an imploding plasma.
The theory of magnetic flux conservation is developed for a subsonic plasma implosion and used to describe the magnetic flux degradation in the MagLIF concept [S. A. Slutz et al., Phys. Plasmas 17, 056303 (2010)10.1063/1.3333505]. Depending on the initial magnetic Lewis and Péclet numbers and the electron Hall parameter, the implosion falls into either a superdiffusive regime in which the magnetization decreases or a magnetized regime in which the magnetization increases. Scaling laws for magnetic field, temperature, and magnetic flux losses in the hot spot of radius R are obtained for both regimes. The Nernst velocity convects the magnetic field outwards, pushing it against the liner and enhancing the magnetic field diffusion, thereby reducing the magnetic field compression and degrading the implosion performance. However, in the magnetized regime, the core of the hot spot becomes magnetically insulated and undergoes an ideal adiabatic compression (T∼R^{-4/3} compared to T∼R^{-2/3} without magnetic field), while the detrimental Nernst term is confined to the outer part of the hot spot. Its effect is drastically reduced, improving the magnetic flux conservation.